
Why search dozens of websites for your vacation planning and booking 

The planning page, with destination markers on the map makes it easy to plan your travel 

route. Additional information, with sights to visit is available for each destination. Markers for 

Natural Wonders and Parks, for World Heritage Sights or for Amusement Parks with directions 

how to get there, make the planning fascinating. It is a dialogue travel guide and it allows you 

to choose the destinations, sights, parks, amusements you want to visit based on your wishes 

and the accessible transportation means. With all the information at your fingertips, you are 

motivated to create and plan your ideal trip using the interactive map, the destination 

markers and the information provided. You may as well organize, the attractions you wish to 

visit, in the favorites list. 

Any questions about the countries you visit, consult the essential travel guide for information, 

such as health and safety, laws and etiquette, helpful tips, local sights and Visa requirements. 

You are motivated by the ease of use and comprehensive information to create and plan your 

ideal trip. In the itinerary section you can choose the means of transportation from 

destination to destination being it flight/train/bus or rental car. 

You can travel anywhere in the world, on any budget, you may create your ideal vacation. You 

do not need to look all over various websites. In customizing you find, that the partner 

services offered are from reputable and well known travel companies for flights, train, bus, 

car rental, accommodation or activities.  All you have to do is search for the services with your 

desired quality level to find the best, real time travel prices.  

It is easy to book flights. With just one tile click, you find the choice of low cost or full service 

flights with the choice of First, Business, Economy for each travel leg. Compare the options to 

travel by sustainable train or lower cost bus. Choose the hotels, hostel, apartment or resort 

to your rating liking or by the location on the map. With just a few clicks on 

travelplanbooker.com, you choose from a wide variety of transportation, lodging or activities 

options. Why seek vacation offers on dozens of websites or packaged trips, when you can 

optimize the trip to your desires, the costs to your budget and plan, choose, book, pay for 

them all in one? 

For more information contact: 

travelplanbooker | All in one travel planning and booking tool 

 

info@travelplanbooker.com   
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